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Abstract  30 

The complex interactions and feedbacks between humans and water are critically important 31 

issues but remain poorly understood in the newly proposed discipline of socio-hydrology 32 

(Sivapalan et al., 2012). An exploratory model with the appropriate level of simplification 33 

can be valuable to improve our understanding of the co-evolution and self-organization of 34 

socio-hydrological systems driven by interactions and feedbacks operating at different scales. 35 

In this study, a simplified conceptual socio-hydrological model based on logistic growth 36 

curve is developed for the Tarim River Basin in Western China, and is used to illustrate the 37 

explanatory power of such a co-evolutionary model. The study area is the main stream of the 38 

Tarim River, which is divided into two modeling units. The socio-hydrological system is 39 

composed of four sub-systems, i.e., hydrological, ecological, economic, and social 40 

sub-systems. In each modeling unit, the hydrological equation focusing on water balance is 41 

coupled to the other three evolutionary equations to represent the dynamics of the social 42 

sub-system (denoted by population), the economic sub-system (denoted by irrigated crop 43 

area ratio), and the ecological sub-system (denoted by natural vegetation cover), each of 44 

which is expressed in terms of a logistic growth curve. Four feedback loops are identified to 45 

represent the complex interactions among different sub-systems and different spatial units, of 46 

which two are inner loops occurring within each separate unit and the other two are outer 47 

loops linking the two modeling units. The feedback mechanisms are incorporated into the 48 

constitutive relations for model parameters, i.e., the colonization and mortality rates in the 49 

logistic growth curves that are jointly determined by the state variables of all sub-systems. 50 

The co-evolution of the Tarim socio-hydrological system is then analyzed with this 51 

conceptual model to gain insights into the overall system dynamics and its sensitivity to the 52 

external drivers and internal system variables. The results show a costly pendulum swing 53 

between a balanced distribution of socio-economic and natural ecologic resources among the 54 

upper and lower reaches and a highly skewed distribution towards the upper reach. This 55 

evolution is principally driven by the attitudinal changes occurring within water resources 56 

management policy that reflect the evolving community awareness of society to concerns 57 

regarding the ecology and environment. 58 

 59 

 60 
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 63 

1. Introduction 64 

In the emergent Anthropocene, the competition for water between humans and ecosystems 65 

leads to complex interactions between hydrologic and social systems. They play fundamental 66 

roles in the co-evolutionary history of coupled human-nature systems as well as their possible 67 

future trajectories. Furthermore, the nature of such interactions is always changing as social 68 

and natural conditions change. Over time, they generate new connections and, in particular, 69 

additional significant feedbacks that need to be understood, assessed, modeled and predicted 70 

(Montanari et al., 2013). These feedback mechanisms between the hydrological and social 71 

systems are often ignored in traditional hydrology. For example, water consumption activities 72 

and landscape changes driven by humans are usually prescribed as external forcings in 73 

hydrologic models. The underlying assumption here is stationarity (Milly et al., 2008; Peel 74 

and Blöschl, 2011) in spite of the fact that water related human actions turn out to be internal 75 

(endogenous) processes of the coupled socio-hydrologic system and evolve constantly. Also, 76 

human actions tend to be treated as static and externally prescribed in traditional water 77 

resources planning and management. A prominent example is the “scenario-based” approach 78 

used to represent future state(s) of the coupled socio-hydrological system in the science of 79 

integrated water resources management. Consequently, possible evolutionary trajectories of 80 

human-water systems cannot be fully explored or predicted. To address this deficiency, a new 81 

trans-disciplinary science of socio-hydrology has been proposed which aims at understanding 82 

and predicting the dynamics and co-evolution of coupled human-water systems (Sivapalan et 83 

al., 2012).  84 

 85 

There are three avenues through which socio-hydrology can advance (Sivapalan et al, 86 

2012), i.e., historical socio-hydrology, comparative socio-hydrology, and process 87 

socio-hydrology. Besides, motivated by the success of hydrological modeling in traditional 88 

hydrology towards recognizing the limits of our understanding of hydrological processes, the 89 

research method of numerical modeling should be introduced into socio-hydrology as well to 90 

light up the three avenues of socio-hydrologic inquiry mentioned above. Models could be 91 

used to explore new knowledge and to test the limits of existing knowledge (as included in 92 

models) about the complex interactions between hydrologic and social systems. We 93 

acknowledge that the interactions and associated feedback mechanisms between hydrological 94 

and social processes remain largely unexplored and poorly understood (Di Baldassarre et al., 95 

2013a) at the current state of development of socio-hydrology. In a river basin context, we 96 
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are not yet in a position where the description of social processes in a coupled 97 

socio-hydrologic model can match the level of detail in traditional hydrologic models such as 98 

SWAT (Arnold et al., 1998) and THREW (Tian et al., 2006, 2008). However, there is 99 

considerable value in the development and use of simpler, coupled models to improve our 100 

understanding of such complex systems. The simplification is aimed at capturing the most 101 

important inter-dependent relationships, and leaves out much of the (perhaps unnecessary) 102 

detail. This is a practice widely adopted in many other inter-disciplinary fields. For example 103 

in the case of ecology, Levins and Culver (1971) introduced the logistic growth function to 104 

describe vegetation dynamics, which is an idea borrowed from population growth models 105 

(Tsoularis and Wallace, 2002). Baudena et al. (2007) introduced the role of soil moisture into 106 

the colonization and extinction rates of vegetation in the form of a logistic function, and in 107 

this way the soil moisture dynamics was coupled to vegetation dynamics. Lin et al. (2013) 108 

developed a simplified ecohydrological model with pulsed atmospheric forcing to analyze 109 

non-trivial dynamic behaviors both qualitatively and numerically, and confirmed the 110 

existence of multiple stationary states. In the case of social sciences, many researchers have 111 

intensively studied the interactions and feedbacks between human society and natural 112 

resources by using simple constitutive relations. For example, Brander and Taylor (1998) 113 

presented a model of renewable resource and population dynamics in the form of a 114 

predator-prey model, with humans as the predator and resources as the prey. They applied 115 

this model to the historical situation in Easter Island to show that plausible parameter values 116 

generate a “feast and famine” pattern of cyclical adjustment in population and resource 117 

stocks that may have occurred there. D'Alessandro (2007) studied the long-term dynamic 118 

interactions between the exploitation of natural resources and population growth by the 119 

harvesting production function and found a multiplicity of steady states, which made it 120 

possible to consider the effects of technological advances, and cultural and climate changes 121 

on the resilience of existing development pathways. Good and Reuveny (2009) coupled an 122 

ecological-economic model of human-resource interaction with endogenous coupling of 123 

population growth to economic growth. Good and Reuveny (2009) used this model to study 124 

the abrupt collapse of the Sumerian, Maya, Rapanui and Anasazi peoples and attributed their 125 

breakdown to anthropogenic environmental degradation: however, in this case resource use 126 

was not explicitly incorporated in their model. In the area of socio-hydrology itself, there 127 

have been a couple of pioneering studies that have shown considerable potential in this 128 

direction. For example, Di Baldassarre et al. (2013a, b) developed a simple dynamic model to 129 

represent the interactions and feedbacks between hydrological and social processes in the 130 

case of flooding, and found that a simple conceptual model is able to reproduce reciprocal 131 
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effects between floods and people and the generation of emergent patterns from the coupled 132 

system dynamics. Along with the simple conceptual model, several researchers have focused 133 

on the human response to environmental change. For example, Elshafei et al. (2014) 134 

proposed a prototype framework for models of socio-hydrology with the concept of 135 

community sensitivity as a core for feedback between environmental and socio-economic 136 

systems, and van Emmerik et al. (2014) simulated the co-evolution of humans and water and 137 

adopted the concept of environmental awareness to explain dominant features of the 138 

pendulum swing observed in the Murrumbidgee River Basin in Australia.  139 

 140 

In this study we attempt to develop a simple conceptual model of the co-evolution of the 141 

socio-hydrological system in an arid inland oasis area. The Tarim River Basin in the western 142 

part of China is chosen for this study. The mainstream of the Tarim River is located in an 143 

inland hyper-arid area, with runoff principally from the headwaters (Zhou et al., 2012). In 144 

this area, humans are heavily engaged in agricultural production (other industries will be 145 

ignored here because their scales are small compared to agriculture). In the long history of 146 

Tarim, human populations and their agricultural activities have depended exclusively on 147 

water from the Tarim River, and constantly moved with the River as it migrated in response 148 

to climatic variations (Liu et al., 2014). In the last 60 years, due to the dramatic increase of 149 

irrigated agriculture, the lower reach of the Tarim River has nearly dried up (Deng, 2009), 150 

causing the degradation of the riverine ecosystem. In order to restore the downstream 151 

ecological system, the water reallocation policy was introduced and more water has been 152 

increasingly released into the lower reach since 2000 (Chen et al., 2010; Liu et al., 2012b). 153 

This adjustment of the water allocation policy can be seen as a response of the social system 154 

to the change of ecohydrological system and thus represents a negative feedback. On the 155 

longer time scale, streamflow, vegetation cover, human population and irrigated area could be 156 

exchanged between the upper and lower reaches, which are the key co-evolutionary 157 

processes associated with the socio-hydrologic system. Co-evolution of the hydrological and 158 

associated systems (including society, economy and ecology) needs to be recognized and 159 

incorporated within a suitable modeling approach, in order to predict their reaction to future 160 

human or environmental changes (Montanari et al., 2013), which is the aim of this study. 161 

 162 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the study area and the 163 

data used in the modeling are introduced, which is followed by the details and justification of 164 

the conceptual model adopted for the Tarim River Basin, which are presented in Section 3. 165 

Results of the model calibration and validation are presented in Section 4, along with the 166 
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results of sensitivity analysis with the model. The paper concludes with the main results and 167 

recommendations for future research. 168 

  169 

2. Study area and data 170 

2.1. Study area 171 

Tarim River Basin (TRB) is located in Western China and experiences a hyper-arid climate 172 

with an annual precipitation of 50-100 mm only. It is the largest inland basin in China with an 173 

area of 1,100,000 km2, most of which is covered by the Taklimakan desert. There are four 174 

tributaries of the Tarim River, namely Aksu River, Yarkand River, Hotan River, and Kongqi 175 

River. The four tributaries serve as the main source of water for the mainstream of Tarim 176 

River, which originates from the point of union of Aksu, Yarkand and Hotan Rivers (near 177 

Aral city in western Xinjiang) and empties into a terminal lake (Taitema Lake). The overview 178 

of Tarim River Basin and its river system are shown in Figure 1. For more details about TRB, 179 

including especially the historical development of the coupled socio-hydrological system 180 

within the TRB, please refer to Chen et al. (2010) and Liu et al. (2014). 181 

 182 

In this study, we focus our modeling efforts on the mainstream of the Tarim River, i.e., 183 

from Aral to Taitema Lake which is divided into 2 modeling units, i.e., the upper reach, from 184 

Aral (40o31'41"N, 81o16'12"E) to Yingbazha (41o10'28"N, 84o13'45"E), and the “middle and 185 

lower” reach (although shortened as the lower reach hereafter in the paper), from Yingbazha 186 

to Taitema Lake. See Figure 2 for more details about the discretization of the mainstream of 187 

the Tarim River into these two units.  188 

 189 

2.2. Data 190 

In this study the modeling period is from 1951 to 2010. Daily precipitation and pan 191 

evaporation data from Aral and Tikanlik (40 o38'N, 87o42'E) were obtained from the dataset 192 

of SURF_CLI_CHN_MUL_DAY_V3.0 of the China Meteorological Data Sharing Service 193 

System. Streamflow data at Aral and Yingbazha hydrological stations were collected from the 194 

local hydrological bureau. Data on irrigated area and human population size, which are 195 

supported by the mainstream of the Tarim River, have come from several statistics yearbooks, 196 

including the Xinjiang Statistical Yearbook, Xinjiang Production & Construction Group 197 

Statistical Yearbook, Tarim Petroleum Annual, and Xinjiang Fifty Years (1955-2005). 198 

  199 

The NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index) time series data of reference 200 
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points near the main channel of the Tarim River are employed as the reference values to the 201 

simulated regional vegetation cover. The NDVI data are extracted from MODIS products, 202 

"MODIS/Terra Vegetation Indices 16-Day L3 Global 250m SIN Grid V005" (MOD13Q1), 203 

with quality control. The vegetation reference point in the upper reach (VPU) is located at 204 

(40o57'40" N, 82o25'0" E) near Aral as shown in Figure 2. The vegetation reference point 205 

(VPL) in the middle and lower reach is at (41o1'10" N, 86o14'0" E) near Qiala. 206 

 207 

3. Conceptual model for socio-hydrology co-evolution 208 

3.1. General description of the socio-hydrological system 209 

The socio-hydrological system associated with the Tarim River Basin is a complex network 210 

of multiple inter-connected processes, and in order to undertake the modeling with 211 

the-state-of-the-art understanding of the system, we assume that:  212 

(1) The land use types are composed of irrigated crop field, naturally vegetated land and 213 

bare desert;  214 

(2) The water requirement of natural vegetation in the lower reach is mainly fed by the 215 

streamflow released from the upper reach; 216 

(3) The released discharge from the upper reach is determined by inflow into the upper 217 

reach, degradation of natural vegetation in the lower reach, and the regional water 218 

resources management policy. 219 

  220 

The modeling framework for the co-evolution of the TRB socio-hydrological system is 221 

shown in Table 1. Each modeling unit includes a hydrological system, an ecological system, 222 

a social system, and an economic system. Principally TRB is an agricultural society and other 223 

economic sectors (e.g., industrial) are neglected in the economic system. The state variables 224 

of each unit are as follows:  225 

(1) Water storage (W), in m3. W represents allocatable water resources of the modeling 226 

unit.  227 

(2) Vegetation cover (VC), dimensionless, in [0, 1]. VC represents the natural vegetation 228 

cover, which is determined by the available water. It is defined as the ratio of the area 229 

covered by natural vegetation to the area of the modeling unit.  230 

(3) Irrigated crop area ratio (RI), dimensionless, in [0, 1]. RI is defined as the ratio of 231 

irrigated crop area to the area of the modeling unit.  232 

(4) Human population (N), in units of 104 persons. 233 

  234 
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In each modeling unit, four ordinary differential equations are used to describe the 235 

dynamics of: hydrological sub-system represented by water storage, ecological sub-system 236 

represented by natural vegetation cover, economic sub-system represented by irrigated crop 237 

area, and social sub-system represented by human population. The area of the modeling unit 238 

is noted as A. The subscript U in the notation represents the upper reach, and the subscript L 239 

represents the lower reach.  240 

 241 

3.2. Water balance of the hydrological sub-system 242 

At the annual time scale, we represent the dominant hydrological process of the system in 243 

terms of water balance equation. The water balance equation for the upper reach is given by: 244 

 245 

U
U U t U U CU cU U IU bU U CU IU in U out U(1 )

dW
P A E A V E A R E A V R Q Q

dt
         (1) 

 246 

where, P is the annual precipitation, Et is the annual evapotranspiration from natural 247 

vegetation, Ec is the annual evapotranspiration from irrigated crop, and Eb is the annual 248 

evaporation from the bare desert, all expressed in mm/yr. We assume that the precipitation 249 

falling on the bare desert is completely evaporated. The evapotranspiration terms are 250 

calculated by the following equations if there is sufficient water supply: 251 

Et  ktEp  
 

Ec  kcEp  
 

Eb  P  
 

(2) 

 252 

where Ep is the annual potential evaporation, also in mm/yr, kt and kc are the empirical 253 

coefficients to calculate the actual evaporation from natural vegetation and crop, respectively. 254 

QinU is the inflow to the upper reach, in m3/ yr, which is taken as the observed discharge at 255 

Aral. QoutU is the outflow from the upper reach, in m3/ yr, and is determined by QinU, WU, VCL 256 

and other variables. In principle, QoutU could be calculated as  257 

 258 

Q
outU

 q
1
(Q

inU
) q

2
(W

U
) q

3
(V

CL
) (3) 

where q1, q2, q3 are the corresponding release functions of QinU, WU, VCL, of which q1 259 

increases with upper reach inflow (Q
inU

), q2 increases with W, i.e., allocatable water resource, 260 
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and q3 increases with vegetation cover of the lower reach, accounting for the government 261 

environment protection policy. QoutU is calculated using the following procedure according to 262 

present water allocation practice in Tarim, which could be generalized in a future study. 263 

 264 

If there is sufficient inflow from the headwaters, the streamflow will be released to the 265 

lower reach after the water requirement for agriculture and natural vegetation are satisfied 266 

(see Eqn (2)). Otherwise, the outflow will be equal to the minimum outflow, i.e., kQQinU, in 267 

line with the water allocation policy adopted in this region, and therefore the water 268 

requirement for agriculture and natural vegetation will not be fully satisfied. The outflow, 269 

water consumptions from natural vegetation and irrigated drop are determined in the 270 

following procedure. QoutU is then given by: 271 

 272 

 out U U U t U U CU cU U IU bU U CU IU in U Q in Umax (1 ) ,   Q P A E A V E A R E A V R Q k Q        (4) 

 273 

After the QoutU is determined, natural vegetation water requirement may not be fully met. If 274 

this is the case, the annual evapotranspiration of the natural vegetation, i.e. EtU, is given by: 275 

  276 

U U cU U IU bU U CU IU in U out U
t U U

U CU

(1 )
max ,  

P A E A R E A V R Q Q
E P

A V

      
  

 
   (5) 277 

 278 

Finally, the annual evapotranspiration of the irrigated crop area, EcU, is 279 

 280 

U U t U U CU bU U CU IU in U out U
cU

U IU

(1 )P A E A V E A V R Q Q
E

A R

     
             (6) 281 

 282 

In a similar way as above, the water balance equation of the lower reach is given by:  283 

 284 

L
L L tL L CL cL L IL bL L CL IL inL(1 )

dW
P A E A V E A R E A V R Q

dt
        (7) 

 285 

where, the symbols are similar to those in the upper reach equation (1), and QinL is equal to 286 

outflow from upper reach.  287 

 288 

inL outUQ Q  (8) 
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If the water in the lower reach is sufficient, all of the allocatable water will be evaporated on 289 

the desert after water requirement of irrigated agriculture and natural vegetation are satisfied, 290 

which can be similarly calculated by Eqn (2). Otherwise, the water consumptions in the 291 

lower reach are determined in the following procedure and the evaporation on the bare soil 292 

only comes from the precipitation. EbL is thus calculated as  293 

 294 

L L tL L CL cL L IL inL
bL L

L CL IL

max ,    
(1 )

P A E A V E A R Q
E P

A V R

   
    

 
(9) 

 

 295 

If the inflow cannot fully meet the water requirement, natural vegetation water requirement 296 

will not be fully satisfied and the minimum water consumption of natural vegetation is the 297 

local precipitation. The annual evapotranspiration of the natural vegetation, i.e., EtL, is given 298 

by: 299 

 300 

L L cL L IL bL L CL IL inL
tL L

L CL

(1 )
max ,    

P A E A R E A V R Q
E P

A V

     
  

 
            (10) 301 

 302 

Finally, the annual evapotranspiration of the irrigated crop area, EcL, is given by: 303 

 304 

L L tL L CL bL L CL IL inL
cL

L IL

(1 )P A E A V E A V R Q
E

A R

    
                         (11) 305 

 306 

3.3. Natural vegetation dynamics of ecological sub-system 307 

The dynamics of natural vegetation cover is described by the Levins model (Levins and 308 

Culver, 1971; Tilman, 1994), which is a logistic growth curve equation (Baudena et al., 2007). 309 

This vegetation dynamical model has been applied and validated in the Tarim River in Liu et 310 

al. (2012a, b). The dynamical equation of vegetation cover of the upper reach is given by: 311 

 312 

CU
VU CU CMU CU VU CU( )

dV
g V V V m V

dt
    (12) 

 313 

where, gV represents the colonization rate and mV represents the mortality rate. VCM 314 

represents the maximum of VC. It could be determined by human planning or by the 315 

following equation, in which VCMU is the ratio of the vegetated area that the available 316 
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environmental water could feed to the modeling unit area.  317 

 318 

CMU
U

available environmental water / water requirement per unit area   
V

A
  (13) 319 

 320 

Adopted from Liu et al. (2012a, b), the colonization and mortality rates of natural 321 

vegetation depend on the environmental water supply, which basically come from 322 

groundwater reservoir recharged by streamflow in the river. The readers are referred to Liu et 323 

al. (2012a) for details about the hydrological situation in the mainstream of Tarim River. The 324 

dependent relationships are shown in Figure 3, which are described by the following 325 

equations.  326 

 
VU0

VU
EWSUC EWSU1 exp


 

g
g

r r
 

 
VU2 VU1

VU VU1
EWSU EWSUC1 exp


 

 
m m

m m
r r

 

(14) 

where, gVU, mVU1, mVU2 and rEWSUC are the empirical parameters. rEWS can be considered as 327 

environmental water supply ratio, i.e., the ratio of available environmental water to 328 

environmental water requirement, and dimensionless, in [0, 1]. rEWSUC is the threshold value 329 

of rEWSU, where rEWSU is defined as:  330 

tU U CU
EWSU

ERU

E A V T
r

W
  (15) 

where, T is 1 yr and is equal to the time step of environmental water requirement, WERU is 331 

environmental water requirement.  332 

Similarly, the dynamical equations of vegetation cover of the lower reach are 333 

 334 

CL
VL CL CML CL VL CL( )

dV
g V V V m V

dt
    (16) 

CML
L

available environmental water / water requirement per unit area   
V

A
  (17) 

The dependent relationships of gVL and mVL are similar, which are presented in Appendix A 335 

for readability. The meanings of all the symbols used above are reported in the separate 336 

nomenclature presented at the end of the paper. 337 

 338 
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3.4. Dynamic equations of economic sub-system and social sub-system 339 

The dynamics of the irrigated crop area is balanced by wasteland cultivation and farmland 340 

abandonment. The process of its evolution can also be described by the logistic type equation, 341 

whose form is similar to the vegetation dynamical equation (Levins and Culver, 1971; Tilman, 342 

1994). Good and Reuveny (2006, 2009) have also presented this kind of conceptualization. In 343 

their work they also used the similar equation to describe the resource stock in the 344 

ecological-economic model of human-resource interaction. Originally, the logistic growth 345 

model is introduced to simulate the growth of biological systems. Subsequently there have 346 

been several applications of the logistic growth model outside the field of biology also. As 347 

summarized by Tsoularis and Wallace (2002), the logistic growth model has been used to 348 

describe the market penetration of many new products and technologies, world energy usage 349 

and source substitution, as an evolutionary process of the industrial revolution. For this case, 350 

the evolution of the irrigated crop area is driven by wasteland cultivation and farmland 351 

abandonment, which corresponds to the colonization and mortality in our vegetation dynamic 352 

equation. We assume that this evolution can be roughly described by the logistic growth 353 

model. The dynamical equation of irrigated crop area ratio of the upper reach is 354 

 355 

IU
RU R2U R3U IU IMU IU RU R2U R3U IU( )

dR
g g g R R R m m m R

dt
    (18) 

 356 

where, gRU, gR2U and gR3U represent the cultivation rate of new irrigated field. mRU, mR2U and 357 

mR3U represent the abandonment rate of current irrigated field. RIMU represents the maximum 358 

of RIU. It could be determined by planning or by the available irrigation water as the 359 

following:  360 

IMU
U

available irrigation water / water requirement per unit area   
R

A
     (19) 361 

The terms gRU and mRU represent the impact of available water to the area of irrigated field. 362 

The terms gR2U and mR2U represent the impact of natural vegetation cover of the upper reach 363 

to the area of irrigated field through the environment protection policy. The terms gR3U and 364 

mR3U represent the impact of natural vegetation cover of the lower reach to the irrigated field 365 

area of the upper reach through the environment protection policy. The dependent 366 

relationships adopted are similar as shown in Figure 3, which are also listed in the Appendix 367 

A.  368 

Similarly, the dynamical equations of irrigated crop area ratio of the lower reach are 369 

 370 
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IL
RL R2L IL IML IL RL R2L IL( )

dR
g g R R R m m R

dt
    (20) 

IML
L

available irrigation water / water requirement per unit area   
R

A
  (21) 

Again, the dependent relationships of gRL, mRL, gR2L, and mR2L are described in the Appendix 371 

A, and the meanings of symbols are presented in the Nomenclature section. 372 

 373 

In the socio-economic system, the dynamic evolution of the population is traditionally 374 

simulated by the logistic growth model (Tsoularis and Wallace, 2002) although it is usually 375 

complicated by human migration and other factors. Both the colonization and mortality terms 376 

are dependent on the environment and agriculture. The dynamical equation of the population 377 

of upper reach is 378 

 379 

U
NU N2U U MU U NU N2U U( )

dN
g g N N N m m N

dt
    (22) 

 380 

where, gNU and gN2U represent the colonization and migration rate of the human population. 381 

mNU and mN2U represent the mortality and emigration rate. NM represents the maximum of N. 382 

It could be assigned depending on the planning arrangement.  383 

The terms gNU and mNU represent the impact of the environment, i.e. VCU to the 384 

population of the upper reach. The terms gN2U and mN2U represent the impact of the 385 

agriculture, i.e. RIU to the population of the upper reach. The dependent relationships are 386 

similar as shown in Figure 3, which are described in the Appendix A. 387 

Similarly, the dynamical equations of the population of the lower reach are, 388 

L
NL N2L L ML L NL N2L L( )

dN
g g N N N m m N

dt
    (23) 

The descriptions for the dependent relationships and symbols are referred to the 389 

Appendix A and Nomenclature. 390 

3.5. Feedback loops in the socio-hydrological system 391 

The socio-hydrological processes are coupled by dependent relationships and feedbacks 392 

generated in the socio-hydrological system. There are four main feedback loops in the 393 

socio-hydrological system of Tarim River, as shown in Figure 4. 394 

  395 

The first feedback loop, WU-VCU-RIU-WU, is an inner loop occurring within the upper 396 

reach. This is a negative feedback. If the inflow to the upper reach increases, the allocatable 397 

water resources (WU) will increase and then there will be more water to foster natural 398 
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vegetation (VCU). With the increase of VCU, the environmental conditions become better, and 399 

thus the irrigated crop area will expand and the irrigation water consumption will increase 400 

correspondingly. As a result, the allocatable water resources (WU) will decrease and the 401 

allocatable water resource (WU) receives a negative feedback. The second feedback loop, 402 

WL-VCL-RIL-WL, is the corresponding inner loop occurring in the lower reach. It is also a 403 

negative feedback.  404 

 405 

The third loop, VCL-WU-WL-VCL, is the outer loop linking the upper and lower reaches. If 406 

the natural vegetation in the lower reach (VCL) decreases (degrades), the allocation of the 407 

water resources in upper reach (WU) will be inclined to increase discharge to lower reach 408 

(QoutU), which depends on water resources management and vegetation protection policy. So 409 

the inflow of lower reach will increase and there will be more water to allocate in the lower 410 

reach (WL). With more water supplied to natural vegetation, the natural vegetation in the 411 

lower reach (VCL) will recover. Obviously, this is also a negative feedback. It is primarily 412 

controlled by policies and laws, which are driven by the community awareness discussed in 413 

Elshafei et al. (2014). In the baseline model, this feedback is not in effect. Its role will be 414 

analyzed later in a subsequent section.  415 

 416 

The fourth loop, RIU -WU-WL-VCL-RIU, is a related outer loop linking the two modeling 417 

units. This is a negative feedback also. If the irrigated crop area in the upper reach (RIU) 418 

increases, more water (WU) will be used by irrigation in the upper reach and less water will 419 

be released to the lower reach. So the allocatable water resources (WL) will decrease and 420 

there will be less water for the natural vegetation in the lower reach (VCL). It may lead to 421 

decrease of the natural vegetation (VCL) and then the irrigated crop area in the upper reach 422 

(RIU) may decrease because of environment protection policy. In the equations, gR3U will 423 

decrease and mR3U will increase with the decrease of VCL. As a result, RIU receives a negative 424 

feedback. The dependent relationship of the irrigated field area of upper reach (RIU) to the 425 

natural vegetation coverage of lower reach (VCL) is the key chain of the feedback loop. 426 

  427 

4. Socio-hydrologic evolution processes within the Tarim River Basin 428 

The conceptual model for socio-hydrologic co-evolution is applied to the mainstream of 429 

Tarim River at an annual time step from 1951 to 2010.  430 

4.1. Parameters of the model 431 

The parameters of the model are listed in the Nomenclature. The estimation of the parameter 432 
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values is important for model application. A total of 58 parameters arise from the constitutive 433 

relationships presented in the model description above, almost all of which are not 434 

measurable directly, at least with the state-of-the-art understanding of associated 435 

socio-hydrological processes. To reduce the equifinality problem in the parameter estimation, 436 

44 parameters from the 11 dependent relations refer to the corresponding values in Baudena 437 

et al. (2007) and Liu et al. (2012b), which are also subject to certain adjustment by fitting the 438 

observed co-evolution process. The other parameters are estimated based on the status of the 439 

Tarim River. The values of the parameters are summarized in the Nomenclature.  440 

 441 

4.2. Initial values of the systems states 442 

The initial values of the system states are obtained from the literature, which are listed in 443 

Table 2. The initial allocatable water volumes of both modeling units are assumed to be zero. 444 

The initial population of the upper reach is 17×104 persons, which refers to the actual 445 

population in 1951. The initial population of the lower reach is 21×104 persons. The 446 

vegetation cover and irrigated crop area ratio are assigned reasonable initial values referring 447 

to the statistic book and expert knowledge. 448 

 449 

4.3. Dynamics of the socio-hydrological system 450 

The simulation results of discharge, vegetation cover, ratio of irrigated area and population of 451 

two modeling units are shown in Figures 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 and 11, respectively. Although the 452 

water balance equation is at the annual scale, the simulated outflow of the upper reach is 453 

close to the observed outflow, as shown in Figure 5. For comparison, the observed inflow of 454 

the upper reach is also shown in Figure 5 and the simulated outflow shows almost the same 455 

trend as the inflow. The average annual runoff of the inflow at Aral from 1957 to 2008 is 456 

4.536×109 m3 and the average annual runoff of the outflow at Yingbazha is 2.760×109 m3, 457 

which is 60.8% of the inflow. The simulated annual mean runoff of the outflow is 2.312×109 458 

m3, which is 51.0% of the inflow, and is 16.2% less than the observed value.  459 

 460 

The evolutionary dynamics of vegetation cover are shown in Figures 6 and 7. Due to the 461 

scarcity of the long-term areal vegetation cover, remote sensing vegetation cover data from 462 

2000 to 2010 are employed as reference. As shown in Figures 6 and 7, the simulated 463 

vegetation cover decreases from 1951 to 2010 and holds at the similar level with the 464 

vegetation cover of the vegetation reference point of the upper reach and lower reach, 465 

respectively. The vegetation cover evolution should be validated in future based on more 466 
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historical data. 467 

  468 

Irrigated crop area is one of the critical variables of the socio-economic system in the 469 

Tarim River Basin. The catchment area of the main stream of Tarim River is 4.6×104 km2 470 

and the mainstream is the typical inland river, where no runoff can be generated and all water 471 

comes from the headwaters (Song et al., 2003). In the calculation of the irrigated crop area 472 

ratio, the area of the modeling unit represents the area within 10 km of both of the riversides 473 

along the river channel. Most of the farmland is located within this area. The simulated 474 

values of irrigated crop area ratio are shown in Figures 8 and 9. From 1951 to 2010, the 475 

simulated irrigated crop area ratio (RI) increases throughout the simulation period and is 476 

similar to the observed RI from 1989 to 2010. The average absolute value of relative error of 477 

the simulated RI in the upper reach is 5.2% and is 12.3% in lower reach. The RI of the upper 478 

reach is much higher than the RI of lower reach because there is more water in the upper 479 

reach than in the lower reach in Tarim River, which is an inland river basin. In contrast, there 480 

is more runoff in the lower reach than that in the upper reach, usually in the exorheic rivers. 481 

  482 

The human population is another important variable in the socio-economic system, 483 

especially in this agriculture-dominant river basin. The simulated population is shown in 484 

Figures 10 and 11. In both of the two modeling units, the simulated population numbers are 485 

very close to the observed values. Although, the simulated population of the lower reach is 486 

higher than the observed after 1990, the dynamical equation describes the evolution of the 487 

population quite well. The average absolute value of relative error of the simulated 488 

population in the upper reach is 3.9% and is 2.7% in the lower reach. Based on the outcomes 489 

of the co-evolution model, it appears that the system has not yet reached a steady state. The 490 

inflow of the upper reach and the policy of the river basin management, i.e. water allocation 491 

scheme, will influence the future trajectories of the system status.  492 

 493 

The evolution of the socio-hydrological system is driven by the interactions of humans 494 

and water as governed by the Taiji-Tire Model (Liu et al., 2014), and the productive and 495 

restorative actions of humans (van Emmerik et al., 2014), invoked either actively or passively, 496 

and intentionally or unconsciously, are at the core of these interactions. In fact, the observed 497 

co-evolution is the consequence of the balancing of water’s economic value and ecological 498 

value. At different stages of the socio-hydrological system, the dominant driving forces may 499 

be different. During the study period the dominant driving force was indeed the productive 500 

force, i.e., expanding agricultural production within the Tarim River Basin. The realization of 501 
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productive force is the water allocation scheme established as part of the river basin 502 

management. From 1951 to 2010, agricultural production increased significantly and 503 

contributed to the growth of agricultural productivity. During this period, irrigation water was 504 

unconstrained and water that otherwise would have served the ecological system was instead 505 

exploited and consumed for agricultural irrigation. The ecological water ratio, i.e. the ratio of 506 

ecological water to the total water consumption, decreased from 67.0% (1951-1990) to 507 

35.1% (1991-2010). Consequently, vegetation cover decreased, as shown in Figures 6 and 7.  508 

 509 

The degradation of the ecological system since 1990 contributed to a re-evaluation of 510 

the original water allocation scheme within the Tarim River Basin. A research project, by 511 

Xi’an University of Technology and Tarim River Basin Management Bureau, and funded by 512 

the Ministry of Water Resources of the People's Republic of China, studied a more rational 513 

water resources allocation scheme for the Tarim River Basin. The results of a scenario 514 

analysis suggested that, the ratio of ecological water to the total water consumption could 515 

reach 50.2% if the recurrence interval of the annual runoff at Aral in 2020 is 2 years, in the 516 

commendatory scenario. With the implementation of the new water resources allocation 517 

scheme, the dominant driving force may have been switched to the environmental restorative 518 

force. For the model, it means that the negative feedback, outer loop "VCL–WU–WL–VCL", 519 

should be switched on to analyze the long-term evolutionary dynamics. 520 

 521 

In order to study the evolution of the socio-hydrological system, precipitation, 522 

evapotranspiration and inflow are repeated another 4 times after 1951-2010 to obtain a 523 

synthetic time series of 300-years. In the current modeling framework, denoted as the 524 

baseline model, a quasi-steady state of the system is reached in the 300-years simulation. The 525 

dynamics of the resulting co-evolution are shown in Figure 12. After 2100, vegetation cover, 526 

irrigated crop area ratio and population almost approach quasi-steady states. The average 527 

values of system variables in the last 60 years, i.e. from 2191 to 2250, are shown in Table 3. 528 

It shows that 34.6% of the inflow is released into the lower reach. The average vegetation 529 

cover of the upper reach is 0.220 and is 0.005 in the lower reach (much smaller than that in 530 

the upper reach). The average irrigated crop area ratio of the upper reach is 0.299 and is 531 

0.115 in the lower reach. The average population number of the upper reach is 109.7×104 532 

and is 50.5×104 in the lower reach. All of the above 6 variables are much smaller than the 533 

maximum values shown in the Nomenclature.  534 

 535 

In the baseline model, the outflow of the upper reach (QoutU) is not connected to the 536 
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natural vegetation of the lower reach. In fact, after 2000 the outflow of upper reach has been 537 

now regulated through changes to the river basin management policy in order to restore the 538 

natural vegetation of the lower reach, i.e., the negative feedback “VCL-WU-WL-VCL” is now in 539 

effect. So the parameter kQ in Equation (4) could be calculated as  540 

  541 

Q qc qa CL qbexp( )k k k V k    (24) 

 542 

where, kqa, kqb and kqc are parameters, as shown in the Nomenclature. The negative feedback 543 

“VCL-WU-WL-VCL” is quantitatively described through the constitutive relationship of VCL and 544 

kQ. When VCL is 0, kQ is 0.50. When VCL is 0.3, kQ is 0.3. When VCL is more than 0.3, kQ is 545 

still 0.3. After the decrease of VCL, kQ will increase and then more water will be released into 546 

the lower reach. As a result of increase of water in the lower reach, VCL will increase. So the 547 

outflow of upper reach (QoutU) in Equation (4) is 548 

  549 

outU qc qa CL qb inU( exp( ) )Q k k V k Q    (25) 

 550 

The resulting model is denoted here as the revised model. The dynamics of the Tarim 551 

socio-hydrological system governed by the inclusion of the Equation (25) and using the 552 

300-years forcing data are shown in Figure 13. It shows that the natural vegetation of the 553 

lower reach is obviously improved. The average values of system variables in the last 60 554 

years are compared in Table 3. In contrast, the vegetation cover, irrigated crop area ratio and 555 

the population in upper reach in the last 60 years modeled by the revised model are smaller 556 

than those in the baseline model, while the vegetation cover, irrigated crop area ratio and 557 

population in the lower reach in the 60 years modeled by the revised model are larger.  558 

 559 

This behavior is attributed to the equation for QoutU, i.e., Equation (38), which is the 560 

driver for water release from the upstream to the downstream. In Equation (38), as the 561 

vegetation cover in the lower reach decreases, the environmental feedback forces the system 562 

to release more water to the downstream, i.e., the third feedback loop of VCL-WU-WL-VCL, is 563 

thus activated in the revised model. In this way, the restorative force is invoked to restore the 564 

vegetation in the lower reach. With water flowing into the lower reach, vegetation cover, 565 

irrigated crop area and population also effectively “flow” into the lower reach. The runoff 566 

flowing into the lower reach increases by 36.7% and the variable which changes most is the 567 

vegetation cover in the lower reach, which increases from 0.005 to 0.017, i.e., an increase of 568 
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240.0%, as shown in Table 3. The state to which the vegetation cover could be restored is 569 

determined by the water resources allocation, i.e., the relative preference by humans between 570 

economic value and ecological value. It is exhibited as the relative priority given to water 571 

resource allocation between the upper and the lower reaches, and between different sectors 572 

within one reach. Considering the whole simulation, we can find a costly pendulum swing 573 

between a balanced distribution of socio-economic resources and natural ecologic resources 574 

among upper and lower reaches and a centered distribution in the upper reach. This 575 

pendulum swing of spatial distribution of resources is very similar to the pendulum swing of 576 

values between agricultural socio-economic benefits and ecosystem services found in 577 

Murrumbidge River Basin by Kandasamy et al. (2014). In fact, the first pendulum swing is 578 

driven by the second one. 579 

 580 

In both the baseline model and the revised model, the socio-hydrological system reaches 581 

a quasi-steady state after 2100. The rate at which the quasi-steady state is reached turned out 582 

to be faster than our intuition suggested, which could be ascribed to the absence of 583 

technology improvement in the co-evolution model. As irrigation technology advances, crop 584 

coefficient of evapotranspiration (kc) will decrease and irrigation water requirement will 585 

decrease. As a result, the quasi-steady state may be attained much later. The importance of 586 

technology advance was highlighted by Good and Reuveny (2009) who, however, assumed 587 

that technology is static in their work. Alvarez and Bilancini (2011) and Bilancini and 588 

D'Alessandro (2012) included the development of technology in their social system model. 589 

Based on the results presented here, it is clear that the advance of the technology should be 590 

incorporated in future efforts at the modeling of socio-hydrological systems, also following 591 

the example of van Emmerik et al. (2014). 592 

  593 

4.4. Sensitivity analysis 594 

In order to assess the effect of the initial values and boundary conditions to system 595 

quasi-steady state, the sensitivity of system behaviors to initial values and boundary 596 

conditions, i.e. the precipitation, potential evaporation and inflow of the upper reach, was 597 

analyzed with the baseline model. By increasing and decreasing the initial values, 598 

precipitation, potential evaporation, and inflow of the upper reach by 10%, the model is 599 

re-run under different combinations of initial and boundary conditions, and the results are 600 

listed in Table 4. The results show that all the tested conditions can alter system quasi-steady 601 

state except for the initial values. In our tested ranges, the system presents unique 602 

quasi-steady states without regard to initial values. The relative change rate of quasi-steady 603 
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states compared with the baseline results are shown in Table 5, which indicates that the 604 

changes of the precipitation have a slight effect with the range of -1%~1%, which can be 605 

attributed to the absolutely small precipitation amount in this area. Otherwise, the potential 606 

evaporation (very high compared to precipitation) and inflow of the upper reach have 607 

significant effects, especially on the vegetation cover of the lower reach (VCL). Furthermore, 608 

our test results show that initial/boundary conditions have only a slight impact on the 609 

population of the upper and the lower reaches, and the relative change is in the range of 610 

-1%~1%. Generally, the boundary conditions including potential evaporation and upper reach 611 

inflow play an important role in the system co-evolution.  612 

The sensitivity of the parameters in the model is an important approach to identify the 613 

critical parameters that affect the performance of the model. In the hydrological sub-system, 614 

the crop coefficient of evapotranspiration (kc) is an important parameter for system behavior. 615 

The kc is decreased or increased by 10%, respectively, to assess its effect on the system 616 

quasi-steady state and the results are listed in Table 4 and Table 5. The kc has significant 617 

effects on the vegetation cover of the lower reach (VCL) and slight effects on the other 618 

variables. In the ecological sub-system, economic sub-system and social sub-system, the state 619 

variables are governed by logistic type equation, whose characteristics have been 620 

investigated by many scholars (Levins and Culver, 1971; Tilman, 1994; Tsoularis and 621 

Wallace, 2002). Because the interactions between the sub-systems will affect the colonization 622 

rate and mortality rate, the colonization rate only changes in the range from 0 to gVU0 and 623 

mortality rate change in the range from mVU1 to mVU2, taking the vegetation cover of the 624 

upper reach as an example. The evolution process and quasi-steady states are determined by 625 

the colonization rate, mortality rate and carrying capacity (i.e. the maximum of the variable, 626 

such as VCMU). The parameters of the vegetation cover of the upper reach (VCU) were 627 

decreased or increased by 10% to assess the effects on the quasi-steady states of the system 628 

and the results are shown in Table 4 and Table 5. VCMU and gVU0 have a marked effect on the 629 

quasi-steady states of VCU and VCL because the change of the VCU induces the change of the 630 

outflow from the upper reach. The quasi-steady states are not sensitive to the other 631 

parameters. The results are consistent with the performance of the parameters in the modeling 632 

calibration. These two types of parameters, i.e. growth rate (such as gVU0) and maximum of 633 

the variable (such as VCMU), have important effects on the quasi-steady states.  634 

 635 

5. Conclusions 636 

For socio-hydrological systems, their hydrological processes, ecological processes and 637 

socio-economic processes are coupled together via water consumption activities and water 638 
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allocation policies. To explore such interactive processes, a conceptual dynamical model is 639 

developed by coupling water balance equation for hydrological process and logistic growth 640 

equations for evolution of vegetation, irrigation, and population. Four state variables, i.e., 641 

water storage, vegetation cover, irrigated crop area ratio, and human population, are adopted 642 

to represent the state of hydrological, ecological, economic, and social sub-systems, 643 

respectively. Each growth equation contains several colonization terms and mortality terms, 644 

which are jointly determined by the state variables of different sub-systems through the 645 

corresponding constitutive relations. We recognize that a few previous studies have proposed 646 

the concepts of community sensitivity (Elshafei et al. 2014) or environmental awareness (van 647 

Emmerik et al., 2014) to explicitly represent the feedback mechanisms between social and 648 

environment systems. In our model, the feedback mechanisms are implicitly incorporated 649 

into the model through constitutive relations and hidden feedback loops. At the current stage 650 

of our understanding of complex socio-hydrological processes, the logistic growth model can 651 

reduce the need for an explicit representation of human behavior and also benefit from the 652 

vast amount of literature on the growth model in biologic and social sciences.  653 

Forced by the annual precipitation, pan evaporation and streamflow of the headwater 654 

basins, the co-evolution model reproduces the past trajectories of the human-water system in 655 

the Tarim River Basin. The simulated evolution processes are consistent with observed 656 

patterns, such as the outflow of the upper reach, vegetation cover, irrigated crop area ratio 657 

and human population, which suggests a reasonably good performance of the model. The 658 

long-term simulation results from both baseline and revised model runs show a pendulum 659 

swing between a balanced distribution of socio-economic resources and natural ecologic 660 

resources among upper and lower reaches and a highly skewed distribution towards the upper 661 

reach. The real history of Tarim River Basin discussed in Liu et al. (2014) confirms this 662 

simulation result. During the traditional agricultural period with lower level of productive 663 

force, the population was distributed relatively uniformly along the Tarim River. When the 664 

time came to the industrialized agriculture, the water consumption in the upper reach saw a 665 

tremendous increase. As a result, the natural vegetation in the lower reach deteriorated and 666 

thus the agriculture and population shrank. The pendulum swung to the opposite end. On the 667 

other hand, with the increasing awareness of the environment in human consciousness, the 668 

society changed the water allocation policy and more water is now required to be released to 669 

the lower reach. Consequently, the natural ecological resources and also socio-economic 670 

resources could regain in the lower reach, and the pendulum swung back to the former mode. 671 

This costly pendulum swing of the spatial distribution of resources is very similar to the 672 

pendulum swing of values between agricultural socio-economic benefits and ecosystem 673 
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services that was observed in the Murrumbidge River Basin in Australia by Kandasamy et al. 674 

(2014). Simulation models of the kind presented here can shed light on the possible future 675 

trajectories of similar socio-hydrological systems.  676 

 677 

Appendix A The dependent relationships of the variables 678 

The dependent relationships of gVL and mVL in Section 3.3 are described by the 679 

following equations.  680 
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 681 

The dependent relationships of gRU and mRU in Section 3.4 are described by the 682 

following equations.  683 
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where, gRU0, mRU1, mRU2 and rWUC are parameters. The term rWU is irrigation water supply 685 

ratio and is dimensionless, in [0, 1]. rWUC is the critical value of rWU, which is defined as:  686 
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where, WIRU is irrigation water requirement.  687 

The dependent relationships gR2U and mR2U in Section 3.4 are described by the following 688 

equations.   689 
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where, gR2U0, mR2U1, mR2U2 and VCUC are parameters. 690 

 691 

The dependent relationships of gR3U and mR3U in Section 3.4 are described by the 692 

following equations. 693 
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where, gR3U0, mR3U1, mR3U2 and VCLC are parameters. 694 

 695 

The dependent relationships of gRL, mRL, gR2L, and mR2L in Section 3.4 are described by 696 

the following equations. 697 
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The meanings of symbols are presented in the Nomenclature section.  698 

The dependent relationships of gNU and mNU in Section 3.4 are described by the 699 

following equations.  700 
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where, gNU0, mNU1, mNU2 and VCUCNU are parameters.  701 

 702 

The dependent relationships of gN2U and mN2U in Section 3.4 are described by the 703 
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following equations. 704 
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where, gN2U0, mN2U1, mN2U2 and RIUCNU are parameters. 705 

 706 

The dependent relationships of gNL, mNL, gN2L, and mN2L in Section 3.4 are described by 707 

the following equations.  708 
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The meanings of symbols are presented in the Nomenclature section.  709 
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Table 1 Modeling framework for socio-hydrology co-evolution of Tarim River 824 

 825 

Modeling unit System State variable Controlling factors Modeling variable (symbol) 

upper reach 

Hydrological system Water storage Water consumption and policy Water storage (W) 

Ecological system Natural vegetation area  Water supply Vegetation cover (VC) 

Economic system Irrigated crop area Water supply and vegetation cover  Irrigated crop area Ratio (RI) 

Social system Population Irrigated crop area and vegetation cover Population (N) 

middle and lower reach 

Hydrological system Water storage Water consumption and policy Water storage (W) 

Ecological system Natural vegetation area Water supply Vegetation cover (VC) 

Economic system Irrigated crop area Water supply and vegetation cover Irrigated crop area Ratio (RI) 

Social system Population Irrigated crop area and vegetation cover Population (N) 

 826 

 827 

 828 

 829 
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Table 2 Initial values of system state variables 830 

Variable Unit Value

WU m3 0.0 

VCU - 0.4 

RIU - 0.008

NU 104 persons 17 

WL m3 0.0 

VCL - 0.35 

RIL - 0.008

NL 104 persons 21 

 831 

 832 
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Table 3 Mean values of state variables during last 60 years of system 833 

evolution  834 

Variable Unit Baseline model Revised model 

Relative change 

comparing with 

Baseline model 

QinU 109m3/yr 4.544 4.544 - 

QoutU 109m3/yr 1.572 2.149 36.7% 

QoutU/QinU - 0.346 0.473 - 

VCU - 0.220 0.161 -26.8% 

VCL - 0.005 0.017 240.0% 

RIU - 0.299 0.285 -4.7% 

RIL - 0.115 0.137 19.1% 

NU 104 persons 109.7 107.6 -1.9% 

NL 104 persons 50.5 51.4 1.8% 

 835 

 836 

 837 

 838 

 839 
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Table 4 Mean values of state variables during last 60 years of system 840 

evolution for sensitivity tests 841 

 842 

Conditions 
QoutU/ 

109m3/yr 
VCU/- VCL/- RIU/- RIL/- 

NU/ 104 

persons 

NL/ 104 

persons 

0.9×Initial values 1.572 0.220 0.005 0.299 0.115 109.7 50.5  

1.1×Initial values 1.572 0.220 0.005 0.299 0.115 109.7 50.5  

0.9×P 1.567 0.219 0.005 0.298 0.114 109.7 50.5  

1.1×P 1.578 0.222 0.005 0.299 0.115 109.8 50.5  

0.9×Ep 1.648 0.243 0.013 0.305 0.122 110.6 51.0 

1.1×Ep 1.521 0.198 0.001 0.292 0.109 108.9 50.2 

0.9× QinU 1.369 0.198 0.002 0.292 0.108 108.9 50.2 

1.1× QinU 1.794 0.240 0.010 0.304 0.121 110.4 50.8 

0.9× kc 1.609 0.237 0.008 0.303 0.121 110.3 50.8 

1.1× kc 1.543 0.203 0.002 0.293 0.109 109.1 50.2  

0.9×VCMU 1.670 0.180 0.008 0.293 0.117 108.3 50.7 

1.1×VCMU 1.502 0.262 0.002 0.304 0.114 111.1 50.3 

0.9×gVU0 1.629 0.194 0.006 0.294 0.116 108.8 50.6 

1.1×gVU0 1.529 0.244 0.003 0.302 0.114 110.6 50.4 

0.9×mVU1 1.557 0.229 0.005 0.300 0.114 110.0 50.5 

1.1×mVU1 1.588 0.212 0.005 0.297 0.115 109.5 50.5 

0.9×mVU2 1.539 0.238 0.004 0.301 0.114 110.3 50.4 

1.1×mVU2 1.605 0.204 0.005 0.296 0.115 109.2 50.5 

0.9×rEWSUC 1.563 0.225 0.005 0.299 0.114 109.9 50.5 

0.9×rEWSUC 1.582 0.215 0.005 0.298 0.115 109.6 50.5 

 843 

 844 
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Table 5 Changing rate of Mean values of state variables during last 60 845 

years of system evolution for sensitivity tests 846 

 847 

Conditions QoutU/ % VCU/% VCL/% RIU/% RIL/% NU/ % NL/ % 

0.9×Initial values 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

1.1×Initial values 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 

0.9×P -0.32 -0.45 0.00 -0.33 -0.87 0.00 0.00 

1.1×P 0.38 0.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.09 0.00 

0.9×Ep 4.83 10.45 160.00 2.01 6.09 0.82 0.99 

1.1×Ep -3.24 -10.00 -80.00 -2.34 -5.22 -0.73 -0.59 

0.9× QinU -12.91 -10.00 -60.00 -2.34 -6.09 -0.73 -0.59 

1.1× QinU 14.12 9.09 100.00 1.67 5.22 0.64 0.59 

0.9× kc 2.35 7.73 60.00 1.34 5.22 0.55 0.59 

1.1× kc -1.84 -7.73 -60.00 -2.01 -5.22 -0.55 -0.59 

0.9×VCMU 6.20 -18.18 62.00 -2.11 1.30 -1.24 0.35 

1.1×VCMU -4.46 18.91 -60.00 1.74 -1.22 1.29 -0.34 

0.9×gVU0 3.62 -11.95 10.00 -1.54 0.43 -0.80 0.11 

1.1×gVU0 -2.73 11.09 -38.00 0.97 -0.96 0.78 -0.22 

0.9×mVU1 -0.93 3.91 -8.00 0.27 -0.52 0.30 -0.05 

1.1×mVU1 1.02 -3.59 2.00 -0.57 -0.17 -0.21 0.03 

0.9×mVU2 -2.07 8.23 -24.00 0.67 -0.78 0.59 -0.15 

1.1×mVU2 2.07 -7.18 4.00 -0.97 0.00 -0.46 0.06 

0.9×rEWSUC -0.55 2.36 -6.00 0.10 -0.52 0.20 -0.03 

0.9×rEWSUC 0.62 -2.09 0.00 -0.40 -0.26 -0.11 0.02 

 848 

 849 
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Nomenclature: The subscript U of the symbol represents the upper reach, and the subscript L of 850 

the symbol represents the lower reach. 851 

Symbol Unit Value of 

the 

parameter 

Description Equation

WU m3  Water storage (1) 

PU mm/yr  Annual precipitation (1) 

AU km2  Area of modeling unit (1) 

EtU mm/yr  Annual evapotranspiration of the natural vegetation (1) 

EcU mm/yr  Annual evapotranspiration of the irrigated crop area (1) 

EbU mm/yr  Annual evapotranspiration of the bare desert (1) 

VCU -  Vegetation cover (1) 

RIU -  Irrigated crop area ratio (1) 

QinU m3/yr  Inflow of upper reach (1) 

QoutU m3/yr  Outflow of upper reach (1) 

ktU - 0.3 Coefficient (2) 

kcU - 0.4 Coefficient (2) 

Ep mm/yr  Annual potential evaporation (2) 

kQ - 0.3 Coefficient (4) 

ktL - 0.28 Coefficient (7) 

kcL - 0.38 Coefficient (7) 

WL m3  Water storage (7) 

PL mm/yr  Annual precipitation (7) 

AL km2  Area of modeling unit (7) 

EtL mm/yr  Annual evapotranspiration of the natural vegetation (7) 

EcL mm/yr  Annual evapotranspiration of the irrigated crop area (7) 

EbL mm/yr  Annual evapotranspiration of the bare desert (7) 

VCL -  Vegetation cover (7) 

RIL -  Irrigated crop area ratio (7) 

QinL m3/yr  Inflow of lower reach (7) 

VCMU - 0.6 Maximum of vegetation cover (12) 

gVU 1/yr  Colonization rate (12) 

mVU 1/yr  Mortality rate (12) 

rEWSUC - 0.3 Parameter (14) 

gVU0 1/yr 0.8 Parameter (14) 

mVU1 1/yr 0.1 Parameter (14) 

mVU2 1/yr 0.3 Parameter (14) 

rEWSU -  Environmental water supply ratio (15) 

WERU m3  Environmental water requirement (15) 

T yr  Time step, 1 year (15) 

gVL 1/yr  Colonization rate (16) 

mVL 1/yr  Mortality rate (16) 

VCML - 0.5 Maximum of vegetation cover (16) 

gRU 1/yr  Colonization rate of new irrigated field (18) 
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gR2U -  Colonization rate of new irrigated field (18) 

gR3U -  Colonization rate of new irrigated field (18) 

mRU 1/yr  Desolation rate of current irrigated field (18) 

mR2U -  Desolation rate of current irrigated field (18) 

mR3U -  Desolation rate of current irrigated field (18) 

rIMU - 0.6 Maximum of irrigated crop area ratio (18) 

gRL 1/yr  Colonization rate of new irrigated field (20) 

gR2L -  Colonization rate of new irrigated field (20) 

mRL 1/yr  Desolation rate of current irrigated field (20) 

mR2L -  Desolation rate of current irrigated field (20) 

RIML - 0.35 Maximum of irrigated crop area ratio (20) 

gNU 1/yr  Colonization and immigration rate of the population (22) 

gN2U -  Colonization and immigration rate of the population (22) 

mNU 1/yr  Mortality and emigration rate of the population (22) 

mN2U -  Mortality and emigration rate of the population (22) 

NMU 104 

persons 

150 Maximum of the population (22) 

gNL 1/yr  Colonization and immigration rate of the population (23) 

gN2L -  Colonization and immigration rate of the population (23) 

mNL 1/yr  Mortality and emigration rate of the population (23) 

mN2L -  Mortality and emigration rate of the population (23) 

NML 104 

persons 

100 Maximum of the population (23) 

kqa - 15 Parameter (24) 

kqb - 0.3 Parameter (24) 

kqc - 0.2 Parameter (24) 

rEWSLC - 0.3 Parameter (26)  

gVL0 1/yr 0.8 Parameter (26)  

mVL1 1/yr 0.1 Parameter (26)  

mVL2 1/yr 0.3 Parameter (26)  

rEWSL -  Environmental water supply ratio (26) 

WERL m3  Environmental water requirement (27)  

rWUC - 0.3 Parameter (28)  

gRU0 1/yr 0.62 Parameter (28)  

mRU1 1/yr 0.02 Parameter (28)  

mRU2 1/yr 0.1 Parameter (28)  

rWU -  Irrigation water supply ratio (28)  

WIRU m3  Irrigation water requirement (29)  

VCUC - 0.2 Parameter (30)  

gR2U0 - 1.5 Parameter (30)  

mR2U1 - 1.1 Parameter (30)  

mR2U2 - 1.3 Parameter (30)  

VCLC - 0.1 Parameter (31)  

gR3U0 - 1.5 Parameter (31)  
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mR3U1 - 1.1 Parameter (31)  

mR3U2 - 1.3 Parameter (31)  

rWLC - 0.3 Parameter (32)  

gRL0 1/yr 0.59 Parameter (32)  

mRL1 1/yr 0.02 Parameter (32)  

mRL2 1/yr 0.1 Parameter (32)  

rWL -  Irrigation water supply ratio (32)  

WIRL m3  Irrigation water requirement (33)  

VCLCL - 0.1 Parameter (34)  

gR2L0 - 1.5 Parameter (34)  

mR2L1 - 1.1 Parameter (34)  

mR2L2 - 1.4 Parameter (34)  

VCUCNU - 0.4 Parameter (35)  

gNU0 1/yr 0.0019 Parameter (35)  

mNU1 1/yr 0.01 Parameter (35)  

mNU2 1/yr 0.03 Parameter (35)  

RIUCNU - 0.01 Parameter (36)  

gN2U0 - 1.2 Parameter (36)  

mN2U1 - 1.1 Parameter (36)  

mN2U2 - 1.2 Parameter (36)  

VCLCNL - 0.4 Parameter (37)  

gNL0 1/yr 0.002 Parameter (37)  

mNL1 1/yr 0.01 Parameter (37)  

mNL2 1/yr 0.03 Parameter (37)  

RILCNL - 0.01 Parameter (38)  

gN2L0 - 1.2 Parameter (38)  

mN2L1 - 1.1 Parameter (38)  

mN2L2 - 1.2 Parameter (38)  

 852 

 853 

 854 

 855 
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